
Reflash and replacing 
injectors W/Larger 
Injectors Update 

First you will remove side panels and hood

Remove Cold air intake.

Remove oil tank and turbocharger assembly-it is easy to remove the tank 
with the turbo that way the oil return line stays connected.

Remove silicone airbox

Remove Billet throttle body adapter boot
Then you will remove the secondary injectors from this and the fuel rail and 
then you will use the supplied black O-rings place them in the injector holes 
and then place the 1/2 stainless ball on top of that then use the supplied 
allen bolts and 2 hole tabs to plug off the injector holes as seen in picture.



 Then you will remove 3 bar map sensor (blue label) from billet adapter 
boot and then you will get a 1/2 course thread bolt tap and tap the hole with 
it and then put the 1/2 allen plug in, and use the small allen plug to cover 
the other hole. If you purchased as an update kit and you wish to remove 
your mechanical boost gauge you can remove the barb fitting in the side 
and replace it with supplied allen to plug the hole. 



Now you need to remove your factory Fuel injectors.  You will need a 10mm 



socket wrench and then remove the 2 10mm bolts that hold the fuel rail on

Then you will remove the injectors With the harness as the injector plugins 
are glued to injectors from the factory. so this is what it will be if it is a 2014 
sled the 2013 sled will have the TPS plug combined in the injector harness.  

Then you will replace stock injectors and harness with supplied injectors 
and harness.

Make sure the yellow/white wire injector plug wire 
goes to Mag cylinder.



Now reassembly 



For customers who have purchased the reflash and injectors as an update 
make sure you remove the factory map sensor black label from the silicone 
air box and replace it with the 3 bar blue label sensor.  Make sure the 3 bar 
(blue labeled) map sensor is in the silicone air box and connected to the 
factory harness.  





 


